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ABSTRACT

The double stranded DNA molecule undergoes dras-
tic structural changes during biological processes
such as transcription during which it opens locally
under the action of RNA polymerases. Local sponta-
neous denaturation could contribute to this mecha-
nism by promoting it. Supporting this idea, different
biophysical studies have found an unexpected in-
crease in the flexibility of DNA molecules with var-
ious sequences as a function of the temperature,
which would be consistent with the formation of
a growing number of locally denatured sequences.
Here, we take advantage of our capacity to detect
subtle changes occurring on DNA by using high
throughput tethered particle motion to question the
existence of bubbles in double stranded DNA under
physiological salt conditions through their confor-
mational impact on DNA molecules ranging from sev-
eral hundreds to thousands of base pairs. Our results
strikingly differ from previously published ones, as
we do not detect any unexpected change in DNA flex-
ibility below melting temperature. Instead, we mea-
sure a bending modulus that remains stable with
temperature as expected for intact double stranded
DNA.

INTRODUCTION

The large amount of accessible DNA conformations stems
from the thermal fluctuations of the polymer character-
ized notably by a defined bending modulus κ. DNA fluc-
tuates along the longitudinal axis of its helix over a typi-
cal length called the persistence length that decreases with
temperature according to Lp = κ/kBT at physiological salt
conditions, in which DNA charges are almost completely

screened as revealed by the plateau reached by Lp (1). As-
suming that Lp

∼= 50 nm for double stranded DNA (ds-
DNA) at 25◦C (2), it is expected κ ∼= 2.1 × 10−19 J nm. As
long as the DNA keeps intact its double stranded structure,
Lp varies as the inverse of temperature, assuming that κ de-
pends only weakly on T (3). Under spontaneous thermal
fluctuations, DNA base pairs may break to give rise to tran-
sient opening of the dsDNA. This local conversion of a few
bp of dsDNA into two single stranded DNA (ssDNA) cor-
responds to the formation of the so-called DNA bubbles,
which are ∼25 times more flexible than dsDNA (4,5).

The double stranded DNA molecule also undergoes dras-
tic structural changes during biological processes such as
transcription during which it opens locally under the ac-
tion of RNA polymerases. Local spontaneous denaturation
could contribute to this mechanism by promoting it (6).
DNA loops, which form during the mechanisms of gene ex-
pression regulation or recombination, may also be favoured
by spontaneous and local opening of the dsDNA enclosed
between the two binding sites. The local destabilization of
dsDNA was first revealed by hydrogen exchange experi-
ments that showed that a single base pair could sponta-
neously open at a physiological temperature with a prob-
ability lying between 10−7 and 10−5 and depending on the
sequence (7). Since then, intensive investigations have been
conducted to confirm the existence of DNA bubbles in dou-
ble stranded DNA molecules. Cyclization assays, carried
out either in bulk or at the single molecule level, showed that
the probability of encounter of two DNA extremities sepa-
rated by ∼100 bp was higher than expected for a dsDNA
molecule described as an elastic rod with a defined bending
modulus (8,9). Similar assays carried out on molecules of
∼200 bp show a decrease with T in the persistence length
(Lp) greater than predicted (10,11). Recently the existence
of bubbles in dsDNA under physiological conditions has
been questioned through the analysis of the conformation
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of DNA molecules ranging from several hundreds to thou-
sands bp (11,12).

Below the melting temperature, the formation probability
of DNA bubbles remains theoretically low. Consequently,
the change in the DNA structure is expected to be slight and
we believed that it was worth revisiting the unsolved issue
of the DNA bubbles existence and their possible influence
on DNA by taking advantage of our recently proved ca-
pacity to detect subtle changes in the DNA conformational
dynamics. Exploiting the High Throughput Tethered Parti-
cle Motion (HTTPM) techniques (13) in combination with
statistical physics modelling, we could retrieve, for instance,
the angle of a present local bend (14) or the global persis-
tence length of dsDNA in various salt environments (1).
Briefly, HTTPM that we developed a few years ago consists
of microcontact printing of arrays of protein spots on glass
coverslips and anchoring to these spots DNA molecules
by one of their extremities, while the other one is labelled
with a hundred-nanometre-sized particle. Several hundreds
of these particles, which are nearly free in solution (15), can
be observed simultaneously by dark-field microscopy and
tracked in real time with nanometric resolution. The mea-
surements of the 2D positions of the DNA-tethered parti-
cles enable the calculation of their amplitude of motion as
a function of time, which provides access to the conforma-
tional state of the DNA molecules in an almost force-free
condition. It was shown that although the particle that la-
bels the DNA extremity is much larger than the DNA coil,
it affects DNA as a vertical force of only a few tens fN (15).

Accordingly, here, we take advantage of our demon-
strated methodology to address the issue of the existence of
bubbles in dsDNA under physiological conditions and be-
low their melting temperature through their conformational
impact on linear DNA molecules ranging from several hun-
dreds to thousands base pairs. We first show that rising tem-
perature induces a significant decrease in the raw amplitude
of motion of the DNA-tethered particle as well as in the re-
laxation time of the particle. We demonstrate that this lat-
ter effect combined to the limited capacities of the detector
causes a significant experimental bias in TPM data. After
correction, the amplitude of motion of the DNA-tethered
particle exhibits only a slight decrease with temperature.
Consequently, the DNA persistence length shows a lim-
ited decrease with temperature as expected for intact double
stranded DNA molecules. Finally, we explore the influence
of temperature on the mechanical characteristics of an in-
ternal sequence composed of 50 adenines (A50) more prone
to denaturation than random sequences (16), and do not
detect any temperature effect. Although our results seem at
odds with recently published ones at first sight, we could
clarify the reasons for these differences and show that our
finding leave open the question of a biological impact of
temperature on double stranded DNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA sample

DNA molecules were produced by PCR amplification
(oligonucleotides from Sigma-Aldrich). We used oligos
biot-F2000 and dig-R2000 on plasmid pBR322 for DNA
molecule denoted by 2000wo, oligos biot-F2000K47 and

dig-R2000K47 on plasmid pKH47 (17) for DNA molecule
denoted by 2000A, oligos Biot-F2060 and dig-R2060 on
plasmid pTOC1 for DNA molecule denoted by 2060, biot-
R583 and dig-F583 on plasmid pBR322 for DNA molecule
denoted by 583. PCR products were purified as described in
(18).

HTTPM experimental procedure

We use a similar HTTPM procedure as published in (13). In
brief, coverslips are epoxydized, then micro-contact printed
with neutravidin (Invitrogen) to form a square array of
isolated spots of about 800 nm size separated by ∼3 �m.
The coverslip is assembled with an epoxydized glass slide
drilled with four holes and, a silicone spacer that forms
two parallel fluidic channels of about 10 �l. The inter-
nal surface of the chamber is passivated during 10 min
with a PBS buffer (Euromedex) supplemented with pluronic
F127 1 mg ml−1 and BSA 0.1 mg ml−1 (Sigma-Aldrich).
A 1:1 mix of DNA and 300 nm-sized polystyrene parti-
cles (Merck) coated with anti- digoxigenin (Roche) are in-
cubated during 30 min at 37◦C and finally injected in the
chamber for an overnight incubation. Before the acquisi-
tion, the chamber are rinsed with the PBS buffer that has
pH 7.0 and an ionic strength of 160 mM, with a pluronic
supplementation. For the 583 PEG experiments, the cover-
slips are pegylated by an overnight silanization of the glass
with (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (Sigma-Aldrich)
followed by the injection of a 10:1 mix of PEG-maleimide
and Biotin-PEG-Maleimide (Sigma-Aldrich) in HEPES 10
mM pH 7. Before the acquisition, the chamber are rinsed
with PBS buffer only.

The acquisitions are performed on a dark-field micro-
scope, Zeiss Observer 200 with a x32 objective, equipped
with a CMOS camera Hitachi FM200WCL (pixel size =
5.5 �m) and a temperature-controlled stage Physitemp TS-
4SMP (±0.1◦C temperature precision), enclosed in a home-
made environmental chamber. Videos are acquired at 100
Hz with an exposure time Tex = 10 ms.

Each series of measurements is performed according to
a systematic procedure described next. Before starting the
measurements, the room temperature is set to 20◦C for at
least 1h then controlled and maintained at 20◦C until the
end. The chamber containing the sample is immobilized on
the stage and the temperature of the stage is set to 15◦C for
1h, then the 1 min acquisition is performed. Then, the tem-
perature set point is increased by 5◦C. After the temperature
of the stage is stabilized, the sample is left in this new ther-
mal condition for 4 min, or 8 min if some buffer was flushed
in, then the 1 min acquisition was carried out. This last
step is repeated until temperature has reached 75◦C. During
these series of measurements, we observed that tethered par-
ticles broke away from the surface all especially above 45◦C
which drove us to rinse the chamber with buffer in order to
retrieve a clean background and be able to track the parti-
cles again. The number of immobilized particles increased
with temperature in a similar way.

Tracking of the particles that is based on the centroid
calculation gives access to the x and y positions of the
particles. Then, are calculated the anchoring points of the
DNA-tethered particles according to xanc = x and yanc = y,
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the instantaneous projected 2D distances of these DNA-
tethered particles to their anchoring point defined, the sym-
metry factors as in (19) and finally the root-mean-square of
this distance, denoted by R‖raw, determined over a sliding

window of Tav = 2 s as R‖raw =
√

(x − xanc)2 + (y − yanc)2.

Data analysis

The DNA-particle complex end-to-end distance R‖raw is
processed according to the procedure described in detail in
(14). In brief, DNA-particle complexes that do not respect
the criteria of validity, due in particular to aberrant R‖raw

and out of range symmetry factor (for example induced
by an immobilized particle or more than 1 DNA molecule
tethered to the same particle), are discarded. Then the re-
laxation time τ|| is extracted from the correlation function
in x and y position calculated along a trajectory at time
t = s ∗ Tex, with N the total number of frames of the traces
(19) and, �err the pointing error obtained as the standard
deviation of the positions of immobilized particles accumu-
lated during 1 min and found equal to 10 nm:

Cm (t) = 1
N − s

N−s∑
i = 1

[(x (i + s) − xanc (i + s)) (x (i ) − xanc (i ))

+ (y (i + s) − yanc (i + s)) (y (i ) − yanc (i )) ]

Cm (0) = 1
N

N∑
i=1

[
(x (i ) − xanc (i ))2 + (y (i ) − yanc (i ))2

]
− �err2

Fitting the so-obtained experimental correlation func-
tion with the following theoretical one

Cm (t)
Cm (0)

=
(

1 + 2
τm

Tav

)
e− t

τm − 2
τm

Tav

One gets the measured relaxation time τm, from which
one deduces the real relaxation time of the complex as fol-
lows:

τ|| = τm − Tex/3

We will explain below how the correction from the
detector-averaging blurring effect is performed considering
Tex and τ‖ to obtain R‖. Examples of traces are given in Sup-
plementary Figure S1.

At last, the experimental value of R‖ of an ensemble of
particles is calculated as the mean value of the distribution,
and the standard error (se) on R‖ of an ensemble of particles
is obtained by using the bootstrap method of R software (R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS

Decrease in the raw amplitude of motion of the DNA-particle
complexes with temperature

DNA bubbles result from the conversion of a segment of
the double-stranded helices into two isolated single strands
due to the hydrogen bond breaks. Their formation within a
dsDNA molecule leads to a local decrease in the rigidity of
the DNA molecule. At physiological temperature, the per-
sistence length is expected to decrease from Lp

∼= 50 nm for

the dsDNA to about 2 nm for two parallel ssDNA, assum-
ing Lp

∼= 1 nm for ssDNA (10). To detect DNA bubbles,
we used HTTPM and measured the amplitude of motion,
R‖raw, of particles bound to the coverslip through single
DNA molecules. This amplitude decreases when Lp lowers
because the DNA end-to-end distance decreases.

We chose two DNA molecules of 2000 bp, one contain-
ing a central core composed of a 50 A-tract (2000A) and an-
other deprived of such a central core (2000wo), one DNA of
2060 bp with a different sequence (2060) and a fourth one of
only 583 bp (583). Using a Worm Like Chain (WLC) model
in which a local flexible insert is incorporated, we can pre-
dict the expected results for HTTPM measurements (14).
We find that a permanent bubble of only 3 bp located at the
center of a torsionally unconstrained linear DNA molecule
of ∼0.6 or 2 kb would induce a change of amplitude of mo-
tion of about 3 nm in our HTTPM configuration (Supple-
mentary Figure S2). As this change exceeds our HTTPM
resolution, typically lower than 2 nm (Supplementary Table
S1), we expect to be able to detect such a permanent bub-
ble. If the 3 bp bubble formed transiently only, the change
in amplitude of motion might become too small to be de-
tected.

We observe a significant decrease in the raw amplitude of
motion as a function of T for these four DNA molecules
(Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure S3), with an even
sharper decrease for the shortest molecule. We were puzzled
by this last result and tested whether it could stem from the
antifouling layer made of copolymers, which is adsorbed on
the epoxydized glass surface. The long copolymer, pluronic
F127, was replaced by a short one, pluronic L64, with highly
reduced hydrophobic and hydrophobic blocks, which was
therefore expected to form an anti-fouling layer of reduced
density and thickness (20). It resulted in the massive immo-
bilization of the particle at 40◦C and the visualization of mi-
celles (Supplementary Figure S4), which gives evidence for
a strong temperature destabilization of the copolymer L64
layer adsorbed on the surface. This observation drove us to
the conclusion that the anti-fouling properties of the layer
formed by the copolymer F127 at the surface of the cov-
erslips may also be degraded as the temperature increases
due to a partial desorption of the copolymer from the cov-
erslip. This could induce some sticking events of the DNA-
particle complex on the coverslips and participate to the ap-
parent reduction of R‖raw. We confirmed this hypothesis by
measuring a lower decrease of R‖raw when PEG covalently
bound to the glass coverslip, and therefore temperature re-
sistant, was employed as a passivating agent (Figure 1B).
We considered this passivation issue to be less critical for
long DNA molecules as we estimated that the probability
for a tethered particle to be close to the surface plane is
about 2 times more important for a DNA tether of 0.6 kb
than for a 2 kb long DNA (see Supplementary text).

Influence of the temperature on the buffer viscosity and the
detector-averaging blurring effect

The increase in temperature between 15 to 75◦C causes the
viscosity of the buffer to decrease by more than one third.
Consequently, we expected the relaxation time of DNA-
particle complex, denoted by τ‖, to decrease considerably
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the measured amplitude of motion
R‖raw for DNA molecules of (A) 2060 bp ( ), 2000 bp without A50 tract
( ) and 2000 bp with A50 ( )] and of (B) 583 bp on an epoxydized surface
passivated by pluronic ( ) and 583 bp on a PEG surface ( ). Error bars
(95% confidence intervals) are displayed; if not, they are smaller than the
symbol size.

in this temperature range. Experimental results showed a
roughly 3-fold smooth reduction in τ‖ (Figure 2 and Supple-
mentary Figure S5A). In fact, τ‖ is inversely proportional to
the diffusion coefficient of the DNA-particle complex which
follows the relation D−1

Complex = D−1
DNA + D−1

part when ne-
glecting hydrodynamic interactions between the DNA and
the tethered particle (21). Assuming that the Rouse or Zimm
model describe the diffusion of DNA (22), the diffusion
coefficients of particles and DNA should be both propor-
tional to T/η(T). As a result, τ‖ Dpart was expected to re-
main constant with temperature. We estimated the theoret-
ical value of Dpart with Dpart = kBT/6πη(T)R and by con-

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the relaxation time of particles teth-
ered to the coverslips by DNA molecule of (A) 2060 bp ( ), 2000 bp with-
out A50 tract ( ) and 2000 bp with A50 ( ) and of (B) 583 bp on an epoxy-
dized surface passivated by pluronic ( ) and 583 bp on a PEG surface ( ).

sidering that the viscosity of the buffer, η(T), was similar
to the water one (23) (Supplementary Figure S5B). τ‖ Dpart
displays a slight increase of about 15% (Supplementary Fig-
ure S5C), which indicates a need to refine further in future
works the theoretical description of DNA-tethered particles
behaviour.

This rapid decrease in τ‖ urges us to correct
our data from the detection time-averaging blur-
ring. This can be achieved using the equation

R‖ = R‖raw/

√
2(τ‖/Tex) − 2(τ‖/Tex)2(1 − exp(−Tex/τ‖)),

with Tex the exposure time (21). Note that at fixed relaxation
time τ‖, if Tex goes to 0, then expanding the exponential at
order 2 in Tex/τ‖, one gets that R‖ = R‖raw. This is expected
because there is no blurring effect at small Tex. By contrast,
if Tex goes to infinity, R‖raw tends to 0 because averaging
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of R‖ for DNA of (A) 2060 bp ( ), 2000
bp without A50 tract ( ) and 2000 bp with A50 tract ( ) before correction
for the detector time-averaging blurring and after this correction (black
contour line) and (B) of 583 bp on an epoxydized surface passivated by
pluronic ( ) and 583 bp on a PEG surface ( ) before correction for the
detector time-averaging blurring and after this correction (black contour
line). Error bars (95% confidence intervals) are displayed; if not, they are
smaller than the symbol size.

the trajectory over a very long period gives the anchoring
point coordinates (xanc, yanc). Even for our exposure time,
as small as Tex = 10 ms, the correction modifies R‖raw by
an increase of up to 10% for the 2 kb DNA and 20% for the
0.6 kb molecule (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S6).
The temperature dependence of R‖ is extremely moderate
up to 60◦C for the 2 kb DNA molecules as well as the 0.6
kb one measured with PEG as a passivating agent. Above
60◦C, a fall in R‖ is observed for both types of DNA as if
new processes were at play in the sample (see discussion
below).

Decrease in the DNA persistence length with temperature

In order to determine the change in rigidity caused by the
rise in temperature, we extracted the persistence length (Fig-
ure 4) using the calibration curve we obtained by an ex-
act sampling simulation (1) (Supplementary Figure S7). We
show that in the physiologically relevant temperature range
from 15 to 60◦C, namely below the melting temperature
Tm = 80◦C predicted by EMBOSS’DAN (24), the temper-
ature induces a variation of Lp similar to the expected one
for a structurally conserved double stranded DNA that is
Lp = κ/kBT with κ ∼= 2.06 × 10−19 Jnm assuming Lp = 50
nm for dsDNA at 25◦C. The three series of data are cor-
rectly fitted by this equation with κ as a single param-
eter and such that κ = (2.21 ± 0.02) × 10−19 J nm for
2000wo, κC = (2.16 ± 0.02) × 10−19 J nm for 2000A and
κ = (2.31 ± 0.06) × 10−19 Jnm for 2060. The results ob-
tained with the 583 bp long DNA are in qualitative agree-
ment, but too noisy to be well fitted.

A closer look to Figure 4 reveals that the persistence
length of 2000 bp long DNA lacking an A50 sequence re-
mains at all temperatures slightly above Lp measured for
the almost identical 2000 bp long DNA containing a A50
sequence in the center of the molecule. The only differ-
ences between the two DNA molecules result from the pres-
ence of the A50 in the center of 2000A and the existence
of two new 25 bp long sequences at each extremity of the
2000wo molecule without any sequence specificity able to
induce structural peculiarities. This effect could result from
the presence of either a more flexible DNA sequence or a
local bend in the 2000A construct. Using our ‘local stiff-
ness and kink WLC’ model (14), we extracted the corre-
sponding characteristics, the local persistence length Lp A50
and the bend angle θA50, from the difference measured be-
tween R2

‖ 2000wo and R2
‖ 2000A, assuming the global persis-

tence length of the 2000A DNA to be equal to the one
measured for 2000wo due to sequence similarity. Finally we
found that 2000A may contain either a possible flexible in-
sert with Lp A50 = 26 ± 10 nm or a bend with an angle θA50
= 39 ± 13◦ for a temperature ranging from 15 to 60◦C. We
conclude at this stage on an apparent increased flexibility of
the A50 core as compared to random DNA at 20◦C or the
existence of a bend generated by A50 core (see Discussion
below); however, these characteristics do not exhibit any
temperature induced trend detectable with HTTPM (Sup-
plementary Figure S8).

DISCUSSION

In this HTTPM assay, we were able to detect a marked de-
crease in R‖raw as a function of the temperature between 15
and 70◦C for particles tethered to the coverslip by various 2
and 0.6 kb long DNA molecules immersed in phosphate-
buffered saline. We have shown that, in the subrange of
temperature from 15 to 60◦C, this decrease can be mainly
attributed to the detector time-averaging blurring. This ef-
fect depends on the ratio between the exposure time of the
detector that remains constant over the temperature range
and the relaxation time of DNA-particles, which dramati-
cally decreases as a function of the temperature due to the
diminution of the buffer viscosity. We correct the data for
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of Lp for DNA molecule of 2000 bp without A50 tract ( ) and 2000 bp with A50 ( ), 2060 bp ( ), and 583 bp on a
PEG surface ( ), as well as the results obtained by Geggier et al. on a 2686 bp circular DNA, as well as those obtained by Driessen et al. on a 685 bp linear
DNA. Fits performed between 15 and 60◦C by Lp = κ/kBT with kB = 1.38 × 10−23JK−1 and κ as a fitting parameter, are shown when possible. Data are
represented with logarithmic scales for both axes. Error bars (95% confidence intervals) are displayed, if not, they are smaller than the symbol size.

this bias and obtain R‖, which shows a reduced decrease as
a function of the temperature when compared with R‖raw

variation. For the long 2 kb DNA, we attributed this reduc-
tion of R‖ to changes in thermal fluctuation amplitude of
the DNA molecule. For the short 0.6 kb molecule, we ob-
served that the reduction of R‖ remained important with
temperature and we showed that this was function of the
nature of passivating layer. Finally, the persistence length
was extracted from R‖ and exhibited a decrease with tem-
perature up to 60◦C in accordance with DNA behaving as a
structurally intact double stranded molecule that keeps con-
stant its bending modulus in agreement with results mea-
sured on free DNA in solution (3). Above 60◦C, R‖ falls due
to a complex combination of partial denaturation that is
discussed later as well as biochip disassembly. The presence
of an A50 sequence in the centre of the molecule caused only
a slight difference, which could be explained by the presence
of either a flexible hinge or a bend.

Poly(dA:dT) regions found in the eukaryotic chromo-
some are depleted in nucleosomes (25), which have been
interpreted as a consequence of an increased rigidity of
poly(dA:dT) as compared to random sequences (26). In ac-
cordance with this hypothesis, cyclisation assays carried out
with single molecule FRET (9) showed a strong decrease
in the rate of cyclization for 100 bp long DNA molecules
containing A38 instead of a random sequence, which is
compatible with a much stiffer A38 sequence. We measured
the bend angle of a CA6CGG sequence on a DNA con-
taining this A6-tract assembled in phase, ∼19◦, as well as
a slight increase in rigidity for A6 on samples containing
four CA6CGG assembled out of phase, Lp ≈ 90 nm (14).
Consequently, it is unlikely that A50 constitutes a flexible
hinge. The decrease in R‖ that we measure in presence of
GA50CTG may instead result from a slight increase in
rigidity of the pure A50 itself and the formation of bends,
at its boundaries with the rest of the molecule. The complex
interplay between the presence of a long rigid segment and
bends at its extremities may explain the higher angle value
of 39◦ found for GA50CTG as compared with the 19◦ we
previously measured for CA6CGG tract. It should be noted
however that naturally-existing poly(dA:dT)-rich DNA ap-
peared more flexible than random DNA when character-

ized by the measurement of the probability of looping of
DNA by the lac repressor between two sites separated by
about 100 bp (27). Further characterization is therefore
needed to fully understand the conformations observed for
An homopolymers and poly(dA:dT) heteropolymers found
in nature.

Our results on the temperature dependence of Lp are at
odds with those obtained by Driessen et al. who used a sim-
ilar TPM assay to study a 0.7 kb DNA molecule in a buffer
with a high ionic strength, greater than 100 mM, as it is
the case here (12). They indeed found a temperature depen-
dence of Lp stronger than expected for dsDNA with for
instance Lp(52◦C) − Lp(23◦C) ≈ −22 nm instead of the
−5 nm expected in the case of a structurally intact dsDNA.
We believe that one reason for this is that they did not take
into account the bias induced by detector time-averaging
blurring that results from the decrease in the buffer viscos-
ity with T. We performed the correction on their published
data (Supplementary Figure S9) by extrapolating the re-
laxation time of the DNA-particle complex at 20◦C from
the dependence of the DNA length and particle size that
we predicted theoretically and previously validated experi-
mentally (21). We then assumed in first approximation that
τ‖ Dpart remains constant with temperature, which allowed
us to get an estimate of τ‖〈sy〉 at all temperatures. The cor-
rected amplitude of motion that was then estimated was
found to be reduced by 4 nm at maximum, instead of 15
nm for R‖raw. We finally derived the persistence length using
a calibration curve obtained as before but considering the
specific sizes of their particle and DNA. We found that Lp
was reduced by 4 nm at maximum for temperature ranging
from 23 to 52◦C, in accordance with our results. It should be
noted that, overall, the values of Lpwe extracted from their
data drastically differ from those published by the authors.
This discrepancy may in part originate from the passivat-
ing system. The DNA employed by Driessen et al. is short
and therefore more likely to interact with the coverslip sur-
face. Although the possible interactions between the teth-
ered particle and the surface can be judiciously exploited to
measure the kinetic of association between a ligand and a
receptor (28), the contribution of these interactions between
the tethered particle and the surface to the TPM results are
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usually difficult to evaluate precisely. An efficient passiva-
tion of the surface toward unspecific binding of the immo-
bilized DNA-particles remains an issue in TPM as in other
techniques using tethered DNA (29). Another major source
of discrepancy lies in their use of the Langevin equation, in
which the dependence of the diffusion coefficient with the
position (30) has been omitted in Driessen at al.’s publica-
tion. This omission results in an apparent force that pushes
the particles down to the glass surface reducing the theoret-
ically expected amplitude of motion for a given persistence
length. It therefore constitutes another reason why Driessen
et al. deduced normal persistence length values from their
low TPM data values, while we could not.

Similarly, a stronger than expected temperature depen-
dence of Lp was measured by Geggier et al. (11) as shown
in Figure 4; however, they carried out very different ex-
periments studying either the ligation probability of the
sticky ends of linear 0.2 kb DNA with cyclization assays
or the equilibrium distribution of topoisomers of 3 kb
circular DNA molecules. Cyclization assays are probably
more efficient than TPM in revealing scarce events such as
DNA bubbles or kinks especially since they deal with much
shorter DNA molecules, for which any bp difference rep-
resents almost 1% change in the sequence. Whether this
higher ligation probability arises from transient kinks or
bubbles, that is to say a steep bend or a flexible hinge, re-
mains unclear. In any case, the persistence length is a global
value that accounts for the flexibility of a DNA molecule av-
eraged over its contour length. For 100 bp molecules, such a
global Lp is barely appropriate and can hardly be compared
to the values that we deduced from the conformations mea-
surements on several hundred bp to several kb. The strong
temperature dependence measured on the 3 kb DNA could
be explained by the fact that it is derived from the detec-
tion of DNA topoisomers including supercoiled ones, for
which the helix are subjected to additional, possibly desta-
bilizing, mechanical constrains. As a result, Lp evaluated
in these conditions can hardly be directly compared to our
data obtained on linear DNA molecules.

Our theoretical prediction indicates that TPM would al-
low the detection of long-lived 3 bp bubbles as long as their
flexibility would be accounted for by considering Lp equal
to 2 nm, that is to say twice the persistence length of ssDNA.
Using cyclisation assays on 0.1 kb DNA, Forties et al. (10)
showed that this short persistence length is reached for a
bubble with a length greater than 4 bp. Since in our buffer
conditions, the predicted melting temperatures are about
80◦C (Supplementary Figure S10), DNA bubbles contain-
ing more than 4 bp are very likely to be scarce for tem-
perature below the melting temperature which makes them
difficult to reveal with TPM. In fact, a close look to the
melting profile given by the EMBOSS’DAN predictor (24)
shows that the A50 sequence in 2000A should melt at 65◦C.
Yet, 2000wo and 2000A, which only differ by the A50 cen-
tral sequence, exhibit similar falls in R‖ at about 65◦C as if
the temperature range probed in this study was insufficient
to induce the opening/denaturation of this isolated A50 se-
quence. The melting profile of 2060 exhibits a 300 bp cen-
tral sequence, which should melt at about 70◦C. In line with
this prediction, 2060 seems to undergo a steep decrease in
R‖ starting from 60◦C as if the extended low melting re-

gion could favour the existence of a sufficient number of
DNA bubbles to be detected starting at 60◦C. The forma-
tion of a large DNA bubble is indeed not expected below
the melting temperature as the denaturation transition gets
sharper when the size of the denatured DNA fragment in-
creases (31). EMBOSS’DAN predictor should nevertheless
be considered with care as it considers the dinucleotides to
have melting capacities independent of their sequence envi-
ronment (32).

In physiological salt conditions below 60◦C, linear DNA
molecules exhibit only slight changes in their global and
time-averaged flexibility with temperature in our HTTPM
results. Consequently, linear DNA molecules do not ap-
pear as effective temperature transducers capable to con-
vert a rise in temperature into an increase in the global
DNA flexibility and to affect linear DNA at distances ex-
ceeding several hundreds of base pairs. Nevertheless, our
study does not allow one to negate the existence of a few
bp-long transient bubbles, which may appear slightly more
frequently when temperature rises while remaining inferior
to the melting temperature. Such a local denaturation of
the double stranded DNA – which already exists at room
or physiological temperature, albeit with a very low proba-
bility, which grows with increasing temperature (5) – could
have local consequences such as the facilitation of binding
of proteins, which in turn could induce DNA bends and af-
fect the DNA conformation on long distances. Accordingly,
it was measured an increase with T in the DNA-binding
affinity of Cren7 and Sul7, which are DNA bending pro-
teins involved in the architecture of the archae nucleoid (12).
Independently, it was shown a strong correlation between
the breathing propensity of DNA sequences and the bind-
ing affinity of the E. coli nucleoid associated protein FIS
(33), which induces bends with angles varying from 30 to
70◦ depending on the intrinsic shape of the DNA sequence
(34). The protein binding may then amplify the impact of
transient, not to say elusive, opening of a few bp bubbles
by converting them into stable bends. These local curva-
tures could lead to further compaction of DNA as it is ob-
served for high concentration of the previously cited DNA-
bending proteins and, as such, participate directly in fine-
tuning the chromosome organization.

Determining whether DNA bubbles exist and play a role
in the biological processes is crucial as it appears that not
only the DNA local sequence but also the DNA local shape
influence the binding of proteins as well as the DNA de-
formation induced by the protein binding (34). The par-
tial destabilization of the double stranded DNA undergo-
ing DNA breathing has been studied using a large vari-
ety of techniques over the last fifty years (35) but the sub-
millisecond dynamics of the DNA bubbles (5,36) have im-
peded their direct detection. This has already started to
change with recent single-molecule developments which al-
ready allowed to detect the DNA breathing using inter-
nally modified DNA (37). The characterization of internally
intact DNA in the 100 �s range, as we could achieve it
here rigorously and quantitatively on the ∼ 1 s range us-
ing HTTPM coupled to statistical physics modelling, may
be the next step to further elucidate the role of DNA bub-
bles.
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